
Report from WSOR 2016-17 

 

This has been very much a transition season for the Society involving big decisions to make over the 

future. First of all, the Society was successful in being given one of the 10 places available for a pilot 

scheme to directly fund our training, development and recruitment for the season. This has allowed us 

to purchase two sets of modern radios for use with teams of three which have been used in the various 

cup matches over the season. Their purchase also allows us to be able to record the referee’s voice and 

those of the assistants to be use via our Dartfish software for training and development. The funding has 

also meant that we have been able to appoint more match observers, film more games and allow 

referees to experience a better exchange program, whilst still maintaining an unchanged charge to clubs 

and schools. 

The Society continues to be one of the least expensive in the country, charging £19.50 per match for a 

referee. The Society aims not to increase this charge where it is possible in the future for as long as we 

can.  

The Society has also been preparing to put to the membership whether to move to become a voting 

member of the RFU and to become a member of the RFRU CB. This was ratified at our recent AGM, 

necessary changes in our constitution were agreed and the planning will now start. Our plan is that we 

will be voting members by the beginning of season 2017-18. This, we hope, will in no way diminish our 

relationship with the WRFU. 

The Society has not found it easy over the season due to the huge number of late changes with clubs not 

being able to fulfil their fixtures. This gives a massive amount of extra work to the appointments team 

and leads to enormous frustration to the referees and other officials appointed. This has the biggest 

impact at the bottom end of the game. Referees are starting out on their career, are all enthused and 

then game after game gets cancelled. Clubs must be more realistic about whether they can field a team, 

and if a game gets cancelled they must immediately tell the Society. If they get another fixture later 

then they will have a new referee appointed. They cannot hold onto their referee in hope.  

Specific Data: 

Warwickshire 1  105 fixtures  34 cancelled = 31% cancelled 

Warwickshire 2  100 fixtures  33 cancelled = 33% cancelled 

Warwickshire 3  106 fixtures  52 cancelled = 49% cancelled 

Overall the Society made 2901 appointments of which 491 were cancelled – 17%. There were 438 match 

observer appointments made and this has enabled the Society to promote referees accordingly and 

obtain data to try and ensure that appropriate and targeted appointments are made.  

We try extremely hard to recruit new referees to maintain our numbers and provide a good service 

where, if a club requires a referee, we have one available and we know at times we have not been able 

to do this. Certain frustrations have arisen with the way the RFU manages its courses. As an example we 

had 20 people who wanted to start refereeing and we were not allowed to organise a course as our 

preferred date “fell outside the allowed window”. We are working hard to get this changed. It is also 



frustrating that when we have say 8 aspiring referees we are not allowed to run a course as it is below 

the minimum number. We do, we believe have adequate numbers of match officials but are not resting 

on our laurels and are planning ahead to recruit more referees and other match officials.  

It has again been a successful year for the Society with some notable individual performances.  

Alex Thomas   refereeing in National 1, Europe Rugby U18 International Tournament in  
   Brittany, refereed U18 NatWest Vase Final, AR at IRB 7s at Twickenham,   
   refereed County U20 Final 

Harry Walbaum  Promoted to Panel of National Officials in May 2017, refereed at Wellington  
   Festival, Scotland v Italy U18, AR World 7s at Twickenham, referee Super 7s  
   Series 2017 

Ieuan Davies  Refereed 3 County Championships games, Sedbergh 10s and Wellington Festival 

Carl Adams  promoted to Midlands Division Panel, refereed National Colts Cup Final 

Harvey Knight  Runner up “National Student Referee of the Year”, used in RFU promotional  
   material for KYBO and Young Match Officials Scheme. 

Mark Rose  Panel AR 

Dave Smith  Panel AR 

Richard Swaffield Panel AR 

Hayden Sarjeant Proposed for National AR Panel – waiting to hear 

Jason Newell  Proposed for National AR Panel – waiting to hear 

Trefor Jones  4th Official at Wasps 

Kevin Mahon  Division Referee Coach 

Peter Tolan  Division Referee Coach 

Ian Roberts  Panel Referee Coach 

Fred Farndon  Panel AR Coach 

Steve Savage  Premiership, Championship and European Citing Officer 

 

There were some cracking cup finals, the Cup and Colts Finals being especially memorable. The 

Warwickshire League Finals day was a success overall, but with some less than acceptable play from 

some individuals. All the finals were filmed and access provided to the clubs via the Society’s Dartfish 

platform. This continues to be at the forefront of work carried out in the country and more and more of 

the county’s coaching are using the system. Nuneaton Old Edwardians has been providing the Society 

with their video footage as a pilot, and we hope to use other clubs to assist in the gathering of data for 

use in Grading and in the development of players and clubs. The Society assisted in filming county 

fixtures as well as filming the WCDG session at Leamington in February. The record for games filmed in 

one week-end now stands at 9! All referees were watched by a match observer during the season. 

The Young Whistlers continue to impress and 394 Young Whistler appointments were made. The Society 

does not charge clubs a match fee for Young Whistler appointments below U16 and we would like to 

thank the County for their support of the YWs last season through PFR. It makes a huge difference 

towards the success of the scheme and we hope that this continues in the future. Recruitment 

continues and Peter Tolan has just completed a dedicated YW Level 2 Course.  



The YWs refereed at the Schools Games at Loughborough University, an international girls 7s 

tournament in September and will be there again this coming season. They went to the Rosslyn Park 

Schools 7s, a tournament in Axbridge, Devon and the Divisional Girls 7s tournaments in May. Paul 

Adderley and Avy Devgun were invited to the National Young Officials Conference before the England v 

Barbarians game at Twickenham. The YWs also refereed at several Wasps Academy games, including 

their southern event at Chinnor. They also got to referee and run the line at the Ricoh. Paul Adderley 

also received an invite to referee at Sixways for a Worcester Academy U17 match.  

Discipline within the county, during matches, continues to cause us concern, especially issues of referee 

abuse. We would like to thank the County Discipline Panel for their support last season and the efforts 

that all have taken to improve communication is paying dividends. We are however extremely 

concerned over the abuse that some of our Young Whistlers have received from adults at games. The 

RFU regulations do not seem fit for purpose here and Peter Tolan is working hard with the RFU staff to 

try and move this forward. We as a Society consider any abuse, either physical or verbal by an adult on a 

child to be a safeguarding issue rather than one of discipline in itself. This does need addressing by the 

RFU, especially with the introduction of a National Young Officials scheme. We have been pleased with 

the improvement in the behaviour at colts matches last season and would like to thank the Colts 

Committee for their support in providing pitch-side barriers and reinforcing the Touch Line Protocol.  

At National League level next season, the referees are going to be coming down hard on the appealing 

by players, winding up the opposition and general behaviour that goes against the core values of the 

game. It is intended that we will be doing the same in Warwickshire and having zero tolerance to this 

“virus” that has entered our game and this includes the use of foul and obscene language. We hope that 

we will have the support of the County in this. Our video archive has been used by the RFU with 

examples of some unacceptable behaviour.  

Our Dartfish channel continues to develop and last season 138 games were filmed by the Society and a 

further 22 by the Nuneaton Old Edwardians club, that we were able to use. There are 187 club and 

school coaches registered to use Dartfish and the channel has received 52,306 hits the games collection 

has been viewed 22,412 times. It is not only games that get shared, the Head Case materials were 

shared with the clubs as well as the new IRB high tackle interpretations.   

We have a new committee for next season and we will need to look at the workload that is expected of 

volunteers and try and prioritise where those efforts are directed if we are not to “burn them out”. The 

outgoing Exec all did an incredible amount of hard work without much thanks at times. Refereeing has a 

lot more pressure attached to it now with paid coaches, paid players, leagues etc. and the necessity to 

be super fit as well as jump through all the hoops put in their way. We hope that the efforts all of our 

referees have made to service the needs of the clubs can be recognised. We do not always get it right, 

but it not for the want of trying.  
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